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ABSTRACT : Cyber-Road Traffic control is a sub domain of Intelligent Transport System to make daily road 

traffic system as smart. Towards this various types of heterogeneous, federated, distributed infrastructure are in 

use, with diverse has be robust, reliable and secure for nominal operation of successful utilization of smart 

infrastructure, needs resiliency operation. The resiliency is a nonfunctional software requirement define as 

maintaining state awareness among them and if abnormality identified healing process occur to rollback 

normal operation. The proposal of road traffic infrastructure differentiates into In-vehicle, vehicle-vehicle, 

vehicle-infrastructure and, infrastructure-infrastructure and identify its infrastructural compounds, working 

operations, and possible nominal and abnormal behaviour of infrastructure. This infrastructure maintain 

nominal operation, by population based various multi Agent paradigm using Modified Danger Theory based 

Optimized Artificial Immune Network. This Artificial Immune network interaction is demonstrates in different 

infrastructure of road traffic system and validate through numerical and simulation environment. 

Keywords  – Cyber-Road Traffic control system, resiliency, Artificial Immune Network, Multi Agent System 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Cyber-Physical system (CPS) is viewed as a new technology with next generation architecture to 

incorporate the computation and communication with the physical world. The application like cyber-road 

Traffic Control system where the environment is diverse in nature needs resiliency, which plays a major role in 

developing reliability and robustness [1]. The Traffic management is widely accepted as an important problem 

in modern society as it is responsible for keeping a steady flow of people, goods and services within cities. The 

quality of this flow directly affects the city‘s economy and general well-being of the population. Recently 

Various CPS based approaches have been introduced such as GPS equipped smart phones and sensor based 

frameworks which have been proposed to provide various services i.e. environment estimation, road safety 

improvement but they encounter certain limitations like high energy consumption and high computation cost.  

To achieve efficient and safe road transportation is one of the motivations to carry out the research on 

CPS and is one of the most challenging areas, as it possesses the information, physical and social features [2] 

Cyber-Road Traffic control System can play a major role in reducing risks, high accidents rate, traffic 

congestion, carbon emissions, air pollution and on the other hand increasing safety and reliability, travel speeds, 

traffic flow and satisfied travelers for all modes. To meet safety and high reliability requirements, the Cyber-

Road Traffic control System is modeled in the lines of Cyber-Road Traffic control system with Multi Agent 

Paradigm [3] and biological inspired Danger Theory based-modified Artificial immune Network is applied in 

MAS to develop resiliency. The proposal develops algorithm, defines resiliency as state awareness and healing 

process, with dendritic cells as Threshold-based agent population concentration and Artificial Recognition Ball 

as memory agent correspondingly [4]. This algorithm is validated with simulation results as well as numerical 

analysis.  
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The contribution of the paper is to model the Cyber-Road Traffic control System with Multi Agent 

System Paradigm and apply biological inspired Human Immune System of Danger theory based optimized 

Artificial Immune Network Algorithm methodology as shown in Table 1. An outcome of these is to achieve 

resiliency operation in real time, diverse environment. Hence overall goal of  this paper is to integrate all the  

Cyber-Road Traffic control System charactertics as multi agent population of Artificial immune network, where 

focus is on information flow and information processing such as recognition, learning, memory, and adaptation 

to achieve state awareness and healing process towards resiliency in cyber-physical system as shown in Figure 

1. 

 

 
The flow of the paper as follows: In Section 2 resiliency development methods and resiliency in Cyber-

Road Traffic control System. Section 3 explains propose model of cyber-physical system through Multi Agent 

Paradigm on resiliency development. Section 4 Danger Theory Based Artificial Immune Network Algorithm is 

modified as a resiliency algorithm with state awareness and healing process. Section 5 Simulation parameter 

setting towards validating proposed algorithm and results is discussed. 

 

II.  RELATED WORK 
Cyber physical system has been recognized as a key technique for providing next generation application 

which improves electricity delivery and usage, health care, transportation management system [7]. For the road 

traffic control, CPS studies elaborate, coordinated, efficient information space operations, realizing the traffic 

system control and travel behavior control [8] to make road traffic more safely and efficiently. The domain of 

traffic and transportation systems is well suited to an agent-based approach because of its geographically 

distributed nature and its alternating busy-idle operating characteristics [9], [10]. To meet the high reliability and 

safety requirements for these systems, various GPS based applications, frameworks have been proposed. [7] 

Describe how the mobile internet is changing the face of transportation CPS. They built a traffic monitoring 

system known as mobile millennium by using GPS equipped mobile devices, in this system collect traffic data 

from GPS-equipped mobile phones and estimate traffic condition in real time. The major drawback of this 

approach is high battery consumption, each mobile phone should be GPS equipped.CPS is not about the 

application methods of advanced information technology, but about the theory constructing new systems by 

integration of information processes and physical processes. Therefore, the research of traffic control physical 

systems start from the re-analysis of the model and construction [11]. Proposed a web of-thing based CPS 

architecture to improve road safety and to achieve high demand response in smart grids. [12] Proposed a 

framework on SIP/ ZigBee architecture. In this by using SIP and its extension, a seamless convergence of traffic 

measurement and short-range wireless sensor and equator networks can be achieved. [13] Proposed traffic 

monitoring system based on vehicle based sensor networks. These vehicle based sensors are embedded in vehicle 
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for monitoring the traffic. These sensors are used due to its low communication cost and avoid the network 

congestion. The major drawback of this system is that it does not define the relationship between accuracy and 

number of speed elements (SE). So, these proposed systems suffer with some drawbacks and does not provide the 

services efficiently. To provide these services like Environment estimation, Road Condition estimation, Velocity 

and Travel Time estimation and Traffic Congestion information [14] TIS based on QCPS that provides services 

according to user‘s query. But the implementation of this needs a lot of server maintenance and highly qualified 

professionals which elevates the actual cost. 

 

III. CYBER-ROAD TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM WITH ARTIFICIAL IMMUNE MULTI AGENT 

SYSTEM PARADIGM 
This section gives a broad overview of layered cyber-physical system [6], with the agent based 

paradigm. In each layer, different agents are defined with their roles for developing resiliency in cyber-physical 

system [15][16]. We understood the generic system of cyber process that is applicable to road traffic control 

system (intelligent transportation system). Cyber-Road Traffic control System has diverse environment with 

large scale, federated, distributed, heterogeneous components. For monitoring and actuation of these processes 

with communication and computation capabilities, it needs a real time abnormality monitoring, quick and 

accurate healing process [17][18]. Due to the nature of Cyber-Road Traffic control System discussed, 

developing nonfunctional requirement like resiliency are proposed with a multi-agent paradigm and Biological 

inspired computational methodology of Artificial Immune System which is adopted for Multi-level defense in 

both parallel and sequential fashion[5].  

We understand the comparison between Cyber Physical Multi Agent Paradigm System and Road 

Traffic Control System. Also, the various interaction between vehicles and infrastructure or we can say the 

different entities along the road, how they interact by using different standards and their various applications and 

features. It is composed of three levels [11], 

 the application of the CPS theory of integrating information process into transportation process 

 traffic detection and control of information on the implementation of technical solutions  

 support of modern computing, communication and control technology 

Road Traffic Process with Multi Agent Paradigm 

          The road transportation system is a large-scale human-made engineering system which cannot operate 

safely and efficiently. The mechanics changing process of key transportation infrastructure like bridge, culvert, 

tunnel, subgrade, and slope, roadside and so on are Traffic physical processes. While, the ubiquitous sensing 

detection in a wide range of reliable interconnected, depth perception, forecast, warning and monitoring are 

Information processes. The Functions of this system are to achieve real-time monitoring of road facilities and 

transportation, meteorological environment detection. As in the figure 2, 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.Intelligent Road Traffic control system and its infrastructure [19] 

In Vehicle 
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In-Vehicle: 

                The evolution in mobile and wireless communication technology has led to use of Built-in equipment in 

cars or trucks can easily access traveling-related dynamic information, such as the current situation on the roads, 

weather forecasts, or information on local points of interests using internet. However, personal information of the 

vehicle‘s passengers – which could be also very useful for their travel. This information is not easily accessible 

by the driver or the built-in equipment. 

                  To help manage the information, we need a mechanism to orchestrate the operations of the in-vehicle 

devices so that such frustration due to an influx of individual messages from a lot of new devices can be eased. In 

this study, we propose an in-vehicle communication scheme for multi-system integration, where an effective 

system service discovery protocol is used. This proposed design also contains mutual communication methods 

and the data exchange methodologies for system integration. In- vehicles the information useful for traveling is 

usually not located at one device – it is distributed over various mobile and handheld devices: The mobile phones 

contain their phone books, PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) manage the passengers‘ time schedules. The 

navigation unit has the current information of the road situation and is able to specify the route with the estimated 

time to reach the specified destination, vehicle‘s radio receives periodically the current weather conditions, 

Laptop contains e-mails or documents that should be sent.  

The various standards used are: SAE J1760, SAE J2366/x, SAE J2395. 

 

 
 The monitor network shown in figure 2  has set of sensors,  and is of Reactive Agents as a proposal, 

Sensor Agent, Resource Agent ,Tactical Survival Agent, Connection Admission control Agent are define 

as shown 

 The actuator network  shown in figure 2 has  set of actuator device as Actuator Agent, Tactical Survival 

Agent, Resource Agent   and Connection Admission control Agent are proposal and it is reactive Agent in 

Nature. 

Vehicle-Vehicle: 

             Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communications is used for cooperative collision avoidance.  By exchanging 

anonymous, vehicle-based data regarding position, speed, and location (at a minimum), V2V communications 

enables a vehicle to: sense threats and hazards with a 360 degree awareness of the position of other vehicles and 

the threat or hazard they present; calculate risk; issue driver advisories or warnings; or take pre-emptive actions to 

avoid and mitigate crashes. At the heart of V2V communications is a basic application known as the Here I 

Am data message.  This message can be derived using non-vehicle-based technologies such as GPS to identify 

location and speed of a vehicle, or vehicle-based sensor data wherein the location and speed data is derived from 

the vehicle‘s computer and is combined with other data such as latitude, longitude, or angle to produce a richer, 

more detailed situational awareness of the position of other vehicles.  Because the Here I Am data message can be 

derived from non-vehicle-based technologies. 

           The Features are Emergency Brake Light Warning, Forward Collision Warning, Intersection 

Movement Assist, Blind Spot and Lane Change Warning, Do not pass Warning, Control Loss Warning.  

 The monitor network shown in figure 2  has set of sensors, Reactive Agents as a proposal, Sensor 

Agent, Resource Agent ,Tactical Survival Agent, Connection Admission control Agent are define as 

shown 
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 The actuator network  shown in figure 2 has  set of actuator device as Actuator Agent, Tactical 

Survival Agent, Resource Agent   and Connection Admission control Agent are proposal and it is 

reactive Agent in Nature. 

Example of Application: Traffic control technology, e.g. Intelligent Transportation System,  

– Realise traffic control 

The road traffic system process and the traffic control process is the Traffic physical process.Traffic control 

system model description, traffic system control and traffic behaviour control instruction optimization calculation 

is Information process 

The Function is to achieve a more secure and efficient dynamic road traffic control  

 

Vehicle-to-Infrastructure: 

                 Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) Communications for Safety is the wireless exchange of critical safety 

and operational data between vehicles and roadway infrastructure, intended primarily to avoid motor vehicle 

crashes.V2I provides road hazards alert and traveler information. V2I communications for safety is a key research 

program of the Intelligent Transportation Systems. Data and communication standards have been developed 

through this research effort which includes the SAE J2735 Basic Safety Message; and a standard communications 

architecture/ platform communicating in the 5.9 GHz band of radio spectrum. V2I applications can be designed to 

help improve critical safety situations. The various standards used are: ASTM E2213, IEEE 802.11P, IEEE 

1609.x, SAE J2735. 

               The Features are intersection safety, roadway departure prevention, speed management, transit safety 

and operations, commercial vehicle enforcement and operations, at-grade rail crossing operations, priority 

assignment for emergency vehicles 

 The monitor network shown in figure 2  has set of sensors, and it as Reactive Agents as a proposal, 

Sensor Agent, Resource Agent ,Tactical Survival Agent, Connection Admission control Agent are 

define as shown 

 The actuator network  shown in figure 2 has  set of actuator device as Actuator Agent, Tactical Survival 

Agent, Resource Agent   and Connection Admission control Agent are proposal and it is reactive Agent 

in Nature. 

Example of Application: Connected vehicles and autonomous driving have been rapidly gaining momentum in 

recent years 

– cyber transportation systems (CTS) 

The relation between the synergic relationship process of car-to-car and car-to-road which are running in the road 

and communication process is the Traffic physical process. The Wireless, high-speed, high reliability, security 

communications, automatic driving safer and self-adaption is Information process. The Functions are High speed 

information exchange, in order to guarantee the safety of vehicles in efficient access.  
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Cyber Process with Multi Agent Paradigm 

            The Communication layer and computation and control layer shown in Figure 2, enhances embedded 

control system in physical process as  

Center-to-Field:  

                 This is used for traffic management. The National Transportation Communication for Intelligent 

system transportation protocol is a family of standards designed to achieve Interoperability and 

interchangeability between computers and electronic traffic control equipment from different manufacturers. 

NTCIP has enabled the center to field communication and command/control of equipment from different 

manufacturers to be specified, procured, deployed, and tested. 

 The Features are Improved collaboration and cooperation between jurisdictions, Improved traveler 

information quality and timeliness, Decreased emergency response times which reduces the impact to traffic and 

reduces the number of secondary crashes, Cost savings to emergency responders as the appropriate response 

equipment is identified much earlier, and inappropriate response equipment is not dispatched to the incident 

scene, Improved response across jurisdictional boundaries. This includes reduced delay as traffic signals are 

optimized across jurisdictional boundaries, reduced delay and improved mobility for the traveler 

  The communication network layer has hybrid Multi Agent of Tactical Survival Agent, Resource Agent, 

Connection Admission control Agent in this layer as shown figure 2. 

 The population based Artificial Immune methodology for optimal resources utilization in communication 

layer.  

Center-to-Center: 

                 Center to center (C2C) communication involves peer-to-peer communications between computers 

involved in information exchange in real-time transportation management in a many-to-many network. This is 

used for traffic management, emergency management. This type of communication is similar to the Internet, in 

that any center can request information from, or provide information to, any number of other centers. An example 

of center to center communications is two traffic management centers that exchange real-time information about 

the inventory and status of traffic control devices. This allows each center system to know what timing plan, for 

example, the other center system is running to allow traffic signal coordination across center geographic 

boundaries. The various standards used are: IEEE 1512.x, TMDD. 

Connection Admission control Agent in communication layer as shown in figure 2. 

 The Computation and Control Unit layered shown in figure 2 and it as hybrid Multi Agent of Computation 

Agent, Control Agent and Tactical Survival Agent as shown in Figure 2. 

 The Computation Agent which helps in generation control command with the Control Agent. Control 

Agents take higher level policy either by expert system or human in loop, is managed by utilizing available 

resources through a resource agent. The Resource Agent is used to maintain control command to be 

generated by the service provider. There will be each Resource Agent for Souce-Destination pair of request 

as shown in figure 2. The Connection Admission control Agent is responsible for providing available 

resources to computation Agent and control Agent for operation for local and global stability is maintained 

on resiliency development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. APPLICABLE OF IMMUNE CONCEPT IN DEFINED AGENTS 
          This section defines immune agents used in the developing resiliency in cyber-physical system as 

Multi Agent Paradigm. The previous section defines generic agent in each layer of cyber-physical system, 

defined agents are applied immune charactertics as shown in Table 2. In the context of Immune system antigen, 

 
TABLE V COMPUTATION AND CONTROL UNIT AS  CENTRE – CENTRE 

CPS Infrastructure Embedded computing systems 

CPS Nominalcy Behavior 
A number of embedded controllers process sensing data and compute 

feedback decisions 

Affect due to internal and 

External source 

Computational Platform incorporating a mixture of software-based and 
hardware-based processing devices, storage elements, I/O peripherals, and 

communication devices interacting together 

Issue to be handle Consensus Fuzzy Logic -predictable network traffic and legacy components 

Agents Type Hybrid 

Local Decision 

 Computation Agent 

 Control Agent 

 Tactical Survival Agent 

 Resource  Agent 

Global Performance 

 Computation Agent 

 Control Agent 

 Tactical Survival Agent 
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Dendritic Cell, T-cell and Responding, properties are defined as Antigen Agent, Dendritic Cell Agent, T-Cell 

Agent, and Responding Agent [15] and for healing process and Preliminary information for healing process is 

adopted in [16]. Signals are represented as real-valued numbers, proportional to values derived from the context 

information of the dataset in use. The antigen is only used for the labeling and tracking of data. This is applied 

to propose application. 

 Antigen Agent: The Antigen is represented as binary strings extracted by neighbor Agent in the 

population. An Agent that contains an abnormal profile of data item in the data set.    

 Dendritic Cell Agent: The Dendritic Cell has special characteristics for sensitivity of input signal to 

collect and  capable of data Per-processing that is classify collected signal and transform to either one of 

the state, this state is formed through the population of agent having same decision have mature context 

antigen value (MCAV) for triggering T-cell Agent activation for response. - 

 T-Cell Agent: The Agent receives mature context antigen value depends on the MCAV value take 

appropriate decides for different type of cause. 

 Responding Agent: The agent acts like a helper to all agent operations mentioned. 

 Training Agent: the Training Agent is the Antigen of same class represent by cells like dendritic cell or 

T-cell which acts as Anomaly Detector. 

 Artificial Recognition Ball: The ARB (Artificial Recognition Ball) which is also known as B Cell in 

Human Immune System having capable of generating immune response. It consists of Antigen, count of 

resource hold and current stimulation value. 

 Candidate Agent: the Candidate Agent is an antibody of ARB of same class as the training antigen, 

which most stimulated after expose to the given antigen. 

 Clonal rate: the clonal rate is the number of mutated clones a given ARB is allowed to attempt to 

produce. It is an integer value to determine (clonal rate * stimulation value) mutated clones after 

responding to a given antigen. 
                The Artificial Immune Network [17] in cyber-physical system for resiliency development. Since CPS 
is represented as MAS layered discussed above section. Each layer works with different type of population of 

Agent for their Local Decision and Global Performance. We adopted Danger theory concept, such that Danger 

signal and Danger Zone of an agent, dendritic cell and Artificial Recognition Ball concept for state awareness 

and healing process.  So individual Agent population, acts as data fusion and its anomaly detection are 

identifying depends on danger signal and danger zone for each environment 

An abstract view of CPS interaction is Shown Figure 3. The algorithm is based on a multi-agent 

framework, where each Agent processes its own environmental signals and collects antigens. The diversity is 

generated within the Agent population through the application of a ‗migration threshold‘- this value limits the 

number of signal instances an individual the agent can process during its lifespan. This creates a variable Time 

window effect, with different cells processing the signal and antigen input streams over a range of time periods 

[20] 

          The combination of signal/antigen correlation and the dynamics of a cell population are responsible for 

the anomaly detection capabilities of the DCA. 

Let Agents in the population is defined as follows, If s is the set of Agent with its lifespan, 

1 2
( t ) { A g (t) , A g (t) , . . . . . . . . . . . A g (t) }

n

n
s R  ,  R

n 
is the decision variable with n variable dimension,            

Let Antigen set, 
1 0 1 2
( t) { a , a , a .. . . . . . . . . . . . . a }

n
A g  has attribute value in the set, may act as Antigen in the 

process. 

TABLE II 

COMPARING ABOVE CONCEPT WITH PROPOSED CONCEPT[4] 

Artificial Immune Concept 
Agent Interaction for state awareness in  

Cyber-Physical System 
Agent State in Cyber-physical System 

Architecture 

PAMPs Signal from Signature Based Activate outer Self-healing Module 

Danger Signals Signal from Behavior of other Agent Activate  outer Self-healing Module 

Safe Signals Signal within variable threshold value Present in Inner State awareness loop 

Initialization of Abnormal 
Agent 

Random generation of memory Agent by 
stimulation threshold of Abnormal Agent 

Present in Inner State awareness loop 

Clone operation Memory Agent Activate  outer Self-healing Module 

Mutation operation ARB Agent Activate outer Self-healing Module 
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Let, f(A g (t))  be the function of each Agent. Agent population has to normalize as, 

m in{f(A g (t)), A g (t) } m ax{f(A g (t)), A g (t) }
n n

i j i j
R or R  . The Signal transformation between Agents is 

represented as, wij   R weight matrix of signal transformation as W in matrix with two rows and three columns 

used to categories state of the agent. 

Let Agents in the population for training to healing process is defined as follows,  

If AnAgAg.c(t) is the set of Abnormal Agent with its lifespan from state awareness module for healing process by 

training shown in Fig. 3  

A g . 1 2 .
A nA g (t) {A nA g (t), A nA g (t), ........... A nA g ( t) }

n

c A g cn
R 

,  

R
n
 is the decision variable with n variable dimension,   

If MgMg.c(t) is the set of memory Agent with its lifespan for the corresponding Abnormal Agent. Since Rn is 

same, memory cell and Abnormal Antigen should belong to a same class.  

M g . 1 2 .
M g (t) {M g (t), M g (t), ........... M g (t) }

n

c M g cn
R 

  
If ARBAgent.c(t) is the set of Artificial Recognition Ball Agent with its lifespan act as healing Agent for the 

corresponding Abnormal Agent with the help of memory Agent of the same class. 

A g e n t . ( t) 1 2 A g e n t . .
{ A R B (t) , A R B (t) , . . . . . . . . . . . A R B (t) }

c c n A g c
A R B A b A g   

Let Abnormal Agent Stimulation level represent, AbAg.stim of the ARB AbAg. 

Let number of resources held by the ARB AbAg represent AbAg.resources. 

Let TotalNumResources represent the total number of systems wide resources allowed. 

 
Fig. 3.  Agent Population Interaction in each Layer with Danger Theory concept[22] 

___________________________________________________________________________________________                                                                                        

An Algorithm for resiliency using Artificial Immune Network[4] 

 

Step 1: Initialize, initial network population of Monitored Agent with affinity function, normalization with max 

and min population. If the same type of Agent Eq(1) will calculate by, 
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If the Agent has different type Eq (2) will calculated Euclidean distance by 

2

1

1

( ( t) ( t) )

(A g ( t) , A g ( t) )
n

ik jk

k

i j

A g A g

a ff in i ty








 

Step 2:  Each Monitored Agent in the population should calculate its danger zone, which reflects the working 

environment to maintain local stability in the population. 

2

1

1

( ( t) ( t) )

(A g (t) ) { A g (t) |
n

ik jk

k

i j d a n g e r

A g A g

D z r





 


   

An agent in the Danger zone should maintain its state by interaction with another Agent with its environment 

state. 

Step 3: If the concentration of Agent whose affinity is greater than of another Agent in the danger zone and also 

distance among them, then danger signal is generated in that Agent.  

(A g (t)) a ffin ity(A g (t)) a ffin ity(A g (t))

(A g ).
(A g (t))

(r a ffin ity(A g (t) , ( t)))

j

i

d a n g er i j
A g D s

j i j i

co n
D s

A g
 






  

Step 4: Danger Signal depends on the concentration of Agent Population where, concentration of Agent signal for 

the next time cycle. 

 If  
   0

i
D s A g t 

 the Population of Agent concentration is normal and No Danger Signal.                                                                                        

If  
   0

i
D s A g t 

    


0 .25

1
(A g (t)) (A g(t) ) (1 exp(affin ity(A g ) ))}

j i i
con con

 
 

    

The Ranges from
(A g (t)) [0 ,1]

i
C o n 

, if ―0‖ danger signal high and ―1‖ danger Signal low. 

Step 5: If Con (Agi(t)) = 0, Dendritic Cell Agent are sensitive to signal and collects the signal to its Data 

Structure. This signal is Per-categorize as PAMP, Danger Signal, Safe Signal along with predefine Safe Signal 

information and inflammation signal as a threshold define in DC Agent and decide either one of the Agent State 

as CSM, Semi Mature and Mature State as the output signal of DC. 

0 0 0 1 0

1

0

(A g (t) )

n

j S ta te

m m n

W W W

C o n

W W

 

 

 

 

  
 

This Signal Category uses approximate theories [26] as step 6-8.

 

Step 6.If DC Agent output is in CSM state it in immature State, if DC Agent input calculation weight is below 

migration threshold categories as Safe Signal along with danger signal and inflammation signal. 

0 0 0 1 0

1 1

0

(A g (t)) * (A g (t)) (1 3 I)

n

j im m a tu re S ta te j S ta te

m m n

W W W

C o n C o n

W W

  

 

 
 
 

  

 

The weight of the Matrix will update by receiving Danger Signal and compared with Predefined Safe Signal 

and inflammation signal. 

It is initialized once to All the Agent in the population uniformly till the next Danger Signal arrives.                  
The calculation of Matrix Weight as follows, if signal Weight less than population of agent concentration. 

1
(A g (t) ) (A g (t) )

m X n In it ia lT h re sh o ld i j
W S f n x I C o n

 
  

 
Where I is inflammation signal and ―n‖ Natural 

number depends on the number of Signal. The Predefined Safe Signal and Inflammation signal act as a threshold 

dynamically in the population. 
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Step 7 If the agent is Semi mature state, if DC Agent input calculation weight is above migration threshold    

categories as a PAMP Signal along with inflammation signal and calculate severity and sensitivity of abnormal 

Agent. 

0 0 0 1 0

1 1

0

(A g (t)) * (A g (t)) (1 3 I)

n

j S e m im a tu re S ta te j S ta te

m m n

W W W

C o n C o n

W W

  

 

 
 
 

  

 

The Weight of this matrix updates if the condition is it satisfy 

 

1
(A g (t) ) (A g (t) )

m X n S e m iM a tu re i j
W S f n x I C o n

 
    

The Final update in this state in the DC Agent acts as threshold for signal categorize to Mature State    

m X n S e m iM a tu re m X n T h re sh o ld S e m iM a tu re
W W . 

Step  8: If the agent is mature state, if DC Agent input calculation weight is above semi mature threshold 

categories as, Danger Signal and along with inflammation signals through weight is calculated in the DC Agent 

data structure. 

0 0 0 1 0

1 1

0

(A g (t)) * (A g (t)) (1 3 I)

n

j m a tu re S ta te j S ta te

m m n

W W W

C o n C o n

W W

  

 

 
 
 

  

 

The Weight of the matrix will update if  

m X n S e m iM a tu re m X n T h re sh o ld S e m iM a tu re
W W . 

Step 9: Above State of the Agent having similar type of antigen concentration in DC Data structure. Output DC 

Agent calculates mature context antigen value as 

1 . (t)

(t)

R

a

n

s
M C A V

A g






 

1 . (t)
R

s  is indicate of anomaly collected abnormal Agent otherwise its value is 0. 

―a‖ is the attribute value in the dataset S(t) of attribute set.     Similar type of attribute value collected will 

triggers an alarm to T Agent (healing module) with the causes of abnormal Agent to immune response. 

Step 10: If MCAV not ―0‖ that means the value having either one of the threshold value, then Initialize, from 

state awareness population to healing in the one-shot incremental algorithm. This Abnormal Agent population 

from state awareness should identify and generation ARB Agent for given specific training Abnormal Agent 

AnAgi population, to find memory Agent, Mgmatch  should have following property, 

.

arg m ax ,  ( )
A nA g c

m g M gm atch
M g stim ula tion A nA g m g




 
where stimulation(x, y) =1 - affinity(x, y), AnAg.c is class of given Abnormal Agent. 

If 
.

0
A n A g c

M g 
 then 

 
m a tc h

M g A n A g
 and

. .A n A g c A n A g c
M g M g A n A g 

.  

 

That is, if the set of memory Agents of the same classification as the Abnormal Agent is empty, then add the 

Abnormal Agent to the set of memory Agents and denote this newly added memory Agent as the match memory 

Agent, Mgmatch. 

If the stimulation function for the current work depends on Euclidean distance, then above stimulation is not 

applicable. 

The identified memory Agent Mgmatch, is used to generate a population of pre exiting ARBAgent for as follows 
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(x )

() (0 1)

() m o d (0 n c)
g en era tio n

d ra n d o m
A R B

lra n d o m n c


 

  
The drandom()  generation of ARBAgent within mutation rate threshold else lrandom()mod nc is used as above. 

Step 11: After creating population of ARBAgent, the corresponding candidate Agent should generate to classify a 

given AnAg. This is done three methods as follows, as the algorithm is one-shot, only one Abnormal Agent goes 

through the entire process at a time.  

  First, competition for system wide resources that is allocation of resources to ARBAgent depends on its 

normalized stimulation value that indicates fitness of Abnormal Agent. Is represented as follow, 
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Second, use of mutation for diversification and shape-space exploration. If number of class of AnAg, then 

resource allocation as follow, 
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Third, are the uses of an average stimulation threshold as a criterion for determining when to stop training on 

Abnormal Agent.  
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Once candidate memory Agent is generated for addition into set of training set, one Abnormal Agent training is 

completed and the next Abnormal Agent is selected for the healing process. 

Step 12: All the healing process of the individual Abnormal Agent is completed in the ARB population. 

Fitness, Danger Signal and concentration of population fixed by state awareness that is fitness rechecked with the 

network by the newly generated Agent are calculated.  

    
 

    

A v e ra g e C o s t in e a c h ite ra tio n
R e s il ie n c y ra te

r a te o f o c c u r re n c e o f flu c tu a tio n
  

This achieves resiliency.  
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V.SIMULATION RESULTS 
                 Cyber-Road traffic system infrastructure contains a large number of sensors and actuator device with 

wireless communication and computation, with limited constrain like battery power, sensitivity, time delay, 

heterogeneous and federated diversity working environment effect of large scale. The state of these compounds is 

monitored by deploying large scale Software entity called Multi Agent System and it maintain its state through 

proposed biological inspire Algorithm. 

 

Test Data Set 

           The Random number dataset is taken to demonstrate propose an algorithm depends on the general 

characteristics of cyber-road traffic control infrastructure used in each layer . The dataset contains signal of each 

layer, is a measure of monitoring system‘s status with certain time periods. This is maintained with 

corresponding Agent. This Agent acts as system state to maintain agent concentration, using the methodology, 

dendritic cell and if any variation with specified threshold semi-mature and mature state, trigger healing module, 

this healing module uses Artificial Immune Recognization 2 concept for its process, then it terms  Artificial 

Immune Network which acts as resiliency in cyber-Road Traffic control  system. 

 

 
   

The Graph shows iteration 84, 170, 223 triggers healing process. Between this iteration, 19 times cost occurs 

in 84th iteration defines resiliency rate. Similarly 14 times cost occurs at 170th iteration and 13 times cost 

occurs at 223rd iteration. That shows that number of iteration at run time reduce occurrence of even is reducing. 

Indicates the cost of the healing process is less compared to the consequent iteration. This defines the resiliency 

activity in the Multi Agent system.      
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Results Discussion  

                 The Table 3 and 4 show results with different population in each layer. Corresponding threshold 

as 0.34, 0.39, 0.28, 0.32, 0.4, 0.45 shown in table 4 above this threshold is considered as Semi-Mature State. 

Mature state threshold 0.77, 0.8, 0.69, 0.7, 0.8, 0.89 as an initial threshold to identify abnormal. Healing 

Participated percentage of agent should create a memory agent for semi mature state as 98, 195, 149, 244, 198, 

299 and mature state as 96, 194, 145, 246, 197, 297 similar calculations and analysis for different number of 

agent population and corresponding results are in the table 5 and table 6 for each state of the population. 

                                                                                            

  

VI. CONCLUSION  
The paper objective to show, how biological inspired methodologies are applicable in resiliency development to 

heterogeneous, federated application. This is modelled with Multi Agent Paradigm and shown in cyber-physical 

system.Artificial Immune Network is modified with dendritic cell and Artifical Recongiztion towards state 

awareness and healing process as resiliency development is shown to algorithmic work. This algorithm is 

simulated and results are discussed.In this paper the resiliency development is demonstrated on generic algorithm 

and framework, their is a scope of real world application to further validate, the results discussed in this paper. 
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